
Finals Are So Stressfullll
By Alice Sharpe, Type A Freshman

My first high school finals are com-
ing up and I’m totally freaking out! 
These tests will determine my whole 
life—literally. My final scores decide 
what grade I get in my first semester of 
high school, which determines my GPA, 
which affects what college I go to and 

then what job I get and how much money I make and if I can 
find the perfect husband. So, yes, if you ask me, finals are 
a HUGE deal. How else am I supposed to handle my three 
adopted children from Africa and adorable twins without a 
spouse that I met at an Ivy League university? Brad Pitts are 
not just falling from the sky, people.

So that I don’t slack off, I make sure to check the IC app 
on my phone at least five times an hour just in case a teacher 
posts something. Last week I made my older brother show 
me how to calculate my semester grade, so I know exactly 
what grades I need to score on these tests. Since I don’t have 
a free period, I make sure to re-calculate my grades every 
off-lab in order to prioritize classes for studying. Spanish 
will be the toughest: I actually have to rely on natural talent 
to ace my speaking final and my Quizlet is down…

But I think I can do it. I designed a study schedule over 
winter break to organize my studying. It took the entire two 
weeks to create, but it will be totally helpful when I do start 
studying. 

Right now I am in the process of taking all of my stuff 
home so that I can start studying. True story: my backpack 
was so heavy it set off the passenger fasten seat belt alarm 
while I was trying to get some sleep in the backseat when 
my mom picked me up from school. But who needs sleep 
when these grades are so important? Right now my hand’s 
cramping up, but these totally safe 5-Hour Energy drinks 
are helping me pull an all-nighter to get this article in for 
deadline. Wish me luck!
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I don’t know about you guys, but I think getting trampled by some NATO protestors would make for the most memorable Prom ever.
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Theatre Kids Go to Some 
Fest, School Finally Quiet 
for Once

Finals Are Lax, Bro
By Brody Macabro, Type B Senior

My last high school finals are com-
ing up and I’m pumped. Man, I’m so 
ready to go to college. These tests will 
be a breeze. Now that I think about it, 
the six weeks of finals I’ve experienced 
here at DHS have been pretty sweet. 
The total time of like one school day 

spread over a week is nice. So, if you ask me, finals are re-
ally no big deal.

I kind of forgot my Infinite Campus password, so I have 
no idea how I’m doing in my classes. Spanish should be the 
easiest, ‘cause Profe said we only have an oral exam, and I 
went to the dentist last week. I can definitely pull off a C+, 
piece of cake. After Spanish on Wednesday, I’m jetting out 
of town since I have 678 free. True story: I dropped science 
to get 7th and 8th free and I go home and take a nap errday.

It’s been a nice first semester, you know, going home for 
lunch and coming back to school for practice to keep my 
gym waiver. Yeah, that’s right, I’ve basically got four free 
periods, five if you include math (which I do—first period?! 
It’s like the scheduling people are begging me to sleep 
through it).

But back to finals. I figure I’ll start studying over the 
weekend if I remember to take my textbooks home. I made 
a pretty classy schedule for the weekend, with some links 
to Facebook and StumbleUpon to reward my hard work 
organizing. I also totally recommend Sporcle.com for some 
prime procrastinating. It’s awesome: when my mom walks 
in, I just tell her I’m studying geography, and she totally 
buys that they still teach that in high school social studies! 
It’s like, psyche mom, I’m in Psych!

So is this article long enough yet? Oh crap, I think I lost 
the gym syllabus. That final’s gonna be challenging. Oh 
wait, there isn’t one. Aw yeahhh. You know what, Imma 
peace now. It’s time for my nap. 

OPINION: Finals Week

St. Alfonzo, MN--8 1/4-year-old Jimmy O’Toole 
astonished the world on Thursday with his discovery that, 
contrary to popular belief, 
clouds are not a mass coales-
cence of water molecules, but 
in fact cotton candy (a mass 
coalescence of sugar and car-
cinogens). When asked about 
the data on which he bases 
his fantastic new hypothesis, 
Jimmy had this to say: “For 
one thing,” he said, raising 
a pudgy, pudding-stained 
finger, “they look the same. 
For another, they smell the 
same…from a distance.” Shortly after the prodigy of Mrs. 
Fitzhugh’s third grade class revealed his new hypothesis, 
the American Association of Meteorologists called a 
meeting and issued their own statement. The statement 

read, “That seems as reasonable as anything we could 
have come up with.” The same afternoon as the revela-

tion in St. Alfonzo, the ADADAR 
(American Dental Association 
for Dentistry (And Redundancy)) 
flexed their muscles in Washington 
where they pressured President 
Obama to reinstate the ban on 
clouds. Millard Fillmore banned 
them in 1851, but the Act was re-
pealed as part of the Compromise 
of 1877. The ADADAR estimates 
that clouds must be responsible 
for at least 80% of all tooth decay 
in the United States, and probably 

diabetes, too. When asked what he planned to do now that 
he had revolutionized science, the brooding genius replied 
that he has ambitions of joining the race for the Republi-
can Presidential Nomination.

By Reynard Vovnich
Things to Look 
Forward to for 
Second Semester:

-Off-the-chain Leap 
Day parties
-The first week of 
April: Read a Road 
Map Week
-No finals, less work, 
Prom, graduation...
oh wait, that’s only 
seniors
-Wasting half of a 
year’s salary on March 
Madness
-The number of 
school days left drop 
to the double digits



REBUS PUZZLES

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU

“COI JXTLSOJRH, L IQLPG SEXTYRR LP IQX JVQXFX SB IQLPNJ ALPPLPN YP XFFH LJ PSI LFUSTIYPI. 

RXI’J NXI SOT UTLSTLILXJ JITYLNQI. L IQLPG AX YRR GPSA AQYI’J TXYRRH LFUSTIYPI LP RLBX-- 

ALPPLPN YP SJVYT.” ~XRRXP DXNXPXTXJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the 
message or quote below.    HINT: T=R
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Ethan Dlugie

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in circles 
to answer the final question.

Last issue’s answers: DRONE, CYNIC, PLAGUE, BYPASS
What the doctor prescribed for the gingerbread man’s broken leg: A CANDY CANE

Last issue’s answers: MENORAH, KNOWIN’ THE ALPHABET (?), MISTLE-
TOE, TIMES SQUARE

Last issue’s answer: “ONCE AGAIN, WE COME TO THE HOLIDAY SEASON, A DEEPLY RELIGIOUS TIME THAT EACH OF US OBSERVES, IN HIS OWN 
WAY, BY GOING TO THE MALL OF HIS CHOICE.” ~DAVE BARRY

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being 
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. 

To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org. 
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com. 

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and 
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors. 
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

QUOTE “If they think that’s classy, they’ve obviously never been to Olive Garden.”
-A true American’s comment on DHS fine dining

INFOGRAPHIC

JUMBLEFill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has 
the numbers 1 through 9.LEVEL: Following all 27 of 

your New Year’s Resolutions 

WHAT THE METEO-
ROLOGIST SAID ABOUT 
THE STRANGE WINTER 

WEATHER

IT’S 

EASY

EASY

2 5

WSKON

NJEYO

KYNARS

EAKWA

Most Bizarre Places 
to Study for Finals
the bathtub
the projection room above 
the auditorium ;)
the ball pit at Chuck E. 
Cheese

on Facebook chat with 
Kareem “Endiskize” Wells

a fig orchard
in your Saturday detention

LIE
LIE


